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Abstract
The segmentation of the vertebrate body plan during embryonic development is a rhythmic and
sequential process governed by genetic oscillations. These genetic oscillations give rise to traveling
waves of gene expression in the segmenting tissue.Herewe present aminimal continuum theory of
vertebrate segmentation that captures the key principles governing the dynamic patterns of gene
expression including the effects of shortening of the oscillating tissue.We show that our theory
can quantitatively account for the key features of segmentation observed in zebrafish, in particular
the shape of thewave patterns, the period of segmentation and the segment length as a function
of time.

1. Introduction

In all vertebrate animals, the segmentation of the body plan proceeds during embryonic development in a
process termed somitogenesis [1]. During somitogenesis, the elongating body axis segments rhythmically and
sequentially into somites, the precursors of vertebrae and ribs. Failure of proper segmentation, caused for
instance bymutations, can give rise to birth defects such as congenital scoliosis [2]. Somites are formed in
characteristic time intervals from an unsegmented progenitor tissue, the presomitic mesoderm (PSM)
(figure 1(A)). The temporal regularity withwhich somites formhas provoked the idea that a biological clock
comprised of cellular oscillators coordinates the temporal progress of segmentation in the PSM. The so-called
‘clock-and-wavefront’mechanism suggests that awavefront at the anterior end of the PSM reads out the state of
this clock and triggers the formation of a new segment upon each completed clock cycle [3]. Indeed, patterns of
oscillating gene expression have been found in the PSMof various vertebrates such as zebrafish, chick,mouse,
frog, and snake [1]. These patterns resemble travelingwaves sweeping through the PSMand occur as a result of
coordinated cellular oscillations in the concentration of gene products (figure 1(B)). Genetic oscillations are
proposed to occur autonomously in single cells as a result of delayed autorepression of specific genes [5, 6].
Cellular oscillatorsmutually couple throughDelta–Notch signaling between neighboring cells, which tends to
locally synchronize their oscillatory dynamics [7–11]. Local synchronization due to coupling is important to
maintain coherent wave patterns by preventing the cellular oscillators fromdrifting out of phase due to noise in
gene expression [12–14]. The emergence of travelingwaves at the tissue level has been linked to a gradual
slowdownof genetic oscillations in the PSMalong the body axis [1, 13, 15, 16]. This gradual slowdown
corresponds to a spatial profile of intrinsic frequencies of the cellular oscillators.

During segmentation, thewaves of gene expression emerge at the posterior of the PSMand travel towards its
anterior end, where the new segments are formed (figure 1(B)). Segment formation occurs upon arrival of awave
at the anterior end of the PSM. This corresponds to the formation of one segmentwith each completed
oscillation cycle at the anterior end [4]. Segmentation is a highly dynamic process: in parallel with segment
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formation, the body axis elongates while at the same time PSM changes its length as cells leave the PSMat the
anterior end to form somites [4, 16]. A shortening of the PSM, as observed in Zebrafishmoves relative to the
waves giving rise to aDoppler effect (figure 1(C)) [4]. Themotion of the anterior end relative to the posterior tip
leads to an increase of the frequency of oscillations seen by an observer at the anterior end. Since the oscillation
frequency at the anterior end specifies the rate of segmentation, thisDoppler effect contributes to a decrease of
the period ofmorphological segment formation. In addition to theDoppler effect, thewavelength of the pattern
dynamically changes over time. This leads to amodulation of the local frequency and contributes to an increase
of the period of segmentation. Together, both effects combine to determine the timing of segment formation.
Hence, in addition to the time scale of genetic oscillations, the rate of segment formation is regulated by the time
scale set by tissue shortening and thewavelength of thewave pattern. These observations highlight the need to
capture the effects of tissue deformation in theories of vertebrate segmentation.

In this paper, we present aminimal continuum theory of vertebrate segmentation based on coupled phase
oscillators in a dynamicmedium that takes into account local growth and shortening of the oscillating tissue
during the segmentation process. In section 2, we introduce our continuum theory of vertebrate segmentation
and the key observables that can be obtained from the theory. In section 3, we illustrate the basicmechanism
of pattern formationwith oscillators using a simplified scenario with constant length of the oscillating tissue.
In section 4, we apply our theory to quantitatively describe segmentation in developing zebrafish embryo,
taking into account tissue shortening. In section 5, we discuss the factors that regulate the period of
segmentation and showhow aDoppler effect and a dynamic wavelength effect emerge from the interplay of
tissue shortening and changingwave patterns. In section 6, we discuss ourfindings and give an outlook for
further research.

2. Continuum theory of coupled oscillators in a dynamicmedium

Herewe introduce a theory that aims to describe thewave patterns in the PSMand the dynamic features of
segmentation that result from these wave patterns. Thewave patterns and the timing of segmentation have
previously been quantified in transgenic zebrafish embryos, inwhich oscillating genes have been taggedwith a
fluorescentmarker protein [4].Waves can be traced by introducing a one-dimensional coordinate x along the
curved embryonic body axis andmeasuring the fluorescent intensity level along this axis over time (figures 1(B)
and 2(A)). Since thesewave patterns are a tissue-level phenomenon and phase differences between neighboring
cellular oscillators are typically small, we here choose a coarse-grained continuumdescription of the oscillatory
medium.Wedescribe the local state of oscillation by a phase field x t, .f ( ) Our theory combines three key
ingredients involved in pattern formation during vertebrate segmentation: (i) autonomous oscillators with a
spatial profile xw ( ) of intrinsic frequencies [13, 15], (ii) local oscillator couplingwith strength ε [10, 13], and (iii)
a cell velocity field v(x) capturing deformation and elongation of the segmenting body axis [17, 18]. The dynamic
equation for the phasefieldf is given by [13]

Figure 1. (A)Zebrafish embryo during segmentation of the body axis. (B)The same transgenic embryo as in (A) in theHer1::YFP
fluorescence channel highlighting regions of oscillatory gene expression [4]. The green arrow indicates the propagation direction of
the waves. (C)ADoppler effect occurs as the anterior endmoves into thewaves due to PSM shortening.
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The intrinsic frequency of the oscillators is described by a position-dependent frequency profile x .w ( ) Motion of
the cellular oscillators is described by an advective termwhere v is the cell velocity. In previous work, we have
considered a constant velocity v. Local oscillator couplingwith strength ε is described by a term that tends to
even out local phase differences and thus describes the oscillators’ tendency to locally synchronize [19].We
impose open boundary conditions, x 0,x 0f¶ ¶ ==( )∣ which corresponds to the situationwhere there are no
oscillators beyond the posterior tip.

In order to describe a shortening PSM,we consider the simple case where the frequency and the velocity
profile are rescaledwith tissue length

U x x t , 20w w= ( )¯ ( ) ( )

v v V x x t , 30= ( )¯ ( ) ( )

whereU andV are spatial profiles that are adjusted to the variant length x t¯ ( ) of the PSM, 0w is themaximum
frequency at the posterior tip x= 0, and v0 is a typical velocity.

Phasewaves travel in an anterior direction if the frequency profile attains itsmaximum frequency at the
posterior tip x= 0 and decays in an anterior direction [13, 15]. For simplicity, we consider that oscillations have
ceased beyond thewavefront and therefore choose the following frequency profile
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see figure 2(B), where x xx = ¯ denotes a non-dimensional position coordinate and k−1 is a characteristic (non-
dimensional) length scale of the profile. The functionUhas the boundary valuesU 0 1=( ) andU 1 s=( )
(figure 2(B)).

The velocity field in the segmented region can be estimated from experiments by tracking the velocity of
segment boundaries, see appendix A. Choosing the boundary condition v 0 0,=( ) a simple choice for the
velocity profile consistent with the quantified data is

V 1 e , 5qx = - x-( ) ( )
see figure 4(B). The velocity gradient v corresponds to local growth rate with a profile v x qv x e qx x

0¶ ¶ = -( ¯) ¯

that takes itsmaximumvalue at the posterior tip x= 0 and decays over the characteristic length scale x q.¯ The
choice of the functional forms forU andV aremotivated by experimental observations as they give rise to the
type of wave patterns observed in experiments withwavesmoving in anterior direction and slowing down as
they approach the anterior end, see section 3.

The number of waves that simultaneously sweep through the PSM is a key observable that can bemeasured
in experiments [1]. In terms of the phase fieldf, the number of wavesK(t) is given by

K t
t x t t0, ,

2
. 6

f f

p
=

- ( )
( )

( ) ¯ ( )
( )

Hence, K2p is the total phase difference between the posterior tip x= 0 and the anterior end x x= ¯ of the PSM.
Anew segment is formed after each completed oscillation cycle at the anterior end x x= ¯ [4]. Accordingly, the

Figure 2. (A)Curved coordinate axis for the zebrafish embryo. The point x= 0marks the posterior tip of the PSMand sets the
reference frame. (B) Shape of the profilesU andV, equations (4) and (5).
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number of formed segments at time t is given by

N t
x t t,

2
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( )
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and the rate of segment formation is N td d .The length S of the formed segments at the time t of their formation
is given by thewavelength of the pattern at the anterior end, and obeys x t x S t t, , 2 .f f p- + =∣ ( ¯ ) ( ¯ ( ) )∣ In the
case where xf¶ ¶ does not vary strongly over the length S, the segment length can be approximated as
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3. Time-periodic patterns

Wefirst discuss time-periodic patterns to illustrate how the properties of thewave pattern depend on the
parameters of our theory. Such patterns occur for constant PSM length, x t x .0=¯ ( ) ¯ Figure 3(A) shows a
kymograph of a time-periodic solution to equation (1). Startingwith x t, 0 0,f = =( ) the system attains a time-
periodic state after transient dynamics. This time-periodic state can be expressed in the form [13, 19]

x t t x, , 9f y= W +( ) ( ) ( )

whereΩ is the collective frequency and the spatiotemporal pattern x tsin ,f ( ) is fully characterized by the time-
independent phase profile x .y ( ) The rate of segment formation N td d , defined through equation (7), is given
by N td d 2p= W and hence given by the collective frequency. Using the time-periodic ansatz equation (9) in
equation (1), the phase profileψ obeys the ordinary differential equation

v
2

10y w
e
yW + ¢ = +  ( )

with boundary condition 0 0.y¢ =( ) It is instructive to consider the case of weak coupling, inwhich the coupling
termprovides only aminor correction to the collective frequency and the phase profile (figure 3(B)). Neglecting

2e y( ) in equation (10), wefind the collective frequency ,0wW  themaximumof the frequency profile at the
posterior tip. The phase profileψ can then be approximated as

Figure 3. (A)Kymograph of a numerical solution to equation (1)with constant PSM length x x .0= ¯ The density plot displays
x tsin ,f ( ) (see color legend). The PSM region x x0< ¯ is displayed in blue, the segmented part x x0> ¯ in gray. (B) Stationary phase

profileψ, defined by equation (9), as obtained fromnumerical solutions of equation (1) (solid) and the approximation equation (11)
(dashed), which neglects the effects of coupling. Parameters are specified in table 1.
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Figure 3(B) shows the approximation equation (11) togetherwith the phase profile obtained from anumerical
solution of equation (1) including the effects of coupling. The number of waves that simultaneously sweep
through the PSM is given by K x 2 .0y p= ∣ ( ¯ )∣ The length S of formed segments is constant and given by
equation (8) as

S
x

v T
2

, 12
0

0
p

y
=

¢


( )¯
( )

wherewe have approximated v x v0 0( ¯ ) and defined the collective periodT 2 .p= W This relationship is well-
known from the clock-and-wavefrontmodel [3, 13]. Note that in the case of a velocity profile it only holds
approximately and only for time-periodic solutions. The phase velocity v x td d*=˜ of thewaves can be
obtained as the velocity of a point x*with constant phase, x t t,* *

f f=( ( ) ) [20]. Differentiating this relation
with respect to time yields the phase velocity v t x ,x x t*

f f= - ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ =˜ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) which exists at any position x.
Using equations (9) and (11), we obtain

v x
v x

x1
. 13

0w w-
˜( ) ( )

( )
( )

The phase velocity v x˜( ) is always positive and larger than v(x) because x0 .0w w< ( ) This implies that the
wavesmove in anterior direction and faster than the underlyingmediummoves away from the tip.

4.Dynamic patterns in a shortening tissue

Wenow consider themore realistic situationwhere the oscillating tissue changes its length as is the case for the
PSM in developing vertebrate embryos. Herewe focus on the spatiotemporal pattern of the oscillating gene
Her1. The patterns of this gene product can be observed in vivo by afluorescent label that is introduced in the
transgenic zebrafish line Looping [4]. In zebrafish, the PSM substantially shortens during segmentation [4]. The
time dependence of the PSM length x t¯ ( ) can bewell captured by the function [4]

x t x x t ttanh . 140 1 h= + -( )¯ ( ) ¯ ( )

Figure 4(A) shows this functionwith parameters given in table 1 togetherwith experimental data points from
[4]. Here, t= 0 corresponds to the formation time of the 7th segment.We nowdiscuss ourmodel taking into
account this time dependence of the PSM length.

Figure 5(A) shows a kymograph of a numerical solution to equations (1)–(3) using equation (14). The
experimentally obtained phase profile from [4] is shown infigure 5(B) for comparison. Comparison of
figures 5(A) and (B) show that the theoretical and experimental wave patterns qualitatively agree. Parameters
were chosen such that the theory captures the features of the experimentally obtainedwave patterns: the velocity
v0 in the segmented regionwas obtained fromquantification of segment boundary positions as a function of
time (figure 4(B)), see appendix A. The remaining parameters were obtained fromfits of the theoretical phase
profile to the experimental wave pattern shown infigure 5(B) (forfit procedures see appendix B). An alternative

Figure 4. (A)Time evolution of the average PSM length x,¯ from experimental data (dots) and the analytical fit function equation (14)
(black curve)with parameters given in table 1. Dots show averages over 18 embroys, error bars indicate standard deviation.Data from
[4]. (B)Velocities of segment boundaries as a function of the average boundary position (appendix A). Dots show experimental data,
curves show functions v, equation (3). Dark green: velocities during formation of segments 10–17, v0= 0.87 μm min−1,
q x 0.008 mm=¯ (dark) and v0= 0.44 μm min−1, q x 0.01 m,m=¯ segments 18–22 (bright).
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way to display thewave pattern is to introduce the time-dependent phase profile

x t x t t, , 0, , 15y f f= -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

see figure 6(A). Note that for time-periodic solutions this becomes the time-independent phase profile defined
in equation (9). Figure 6(A) reveals that thewavelength of pattern decreases over time aswave peaks aremoving
closer together. Furthermore, it can be seen that the number of waves in the PSMdecreases over time as the
anterior end cuts off onewave peakwhile the PSM is shortening. The fact that the number of waves in the PSM
changes over time shows that the phase profile does not simply scale with the PSM length. Figure 6(B) shows the
number of waves as a function of the number of formed segments both fromnumerical solutions of the phase
model and from experiments as presented in [4]. The number of waves substantially decreases during
segmentation, which is capturedwell by the theory (figure 6(B)). The discrepancy between the solid line in
figure 6(B) and the experimental data for segments N 18 suggests that the scaling frequency and velocity
profiles, equations (2) and (3), are too simple to capture thewave patterns at late times.

Our theory can also quantitatively account for the features ofmorphological segment formation.
Figures 6(C) and (D) show a comparison of our theory to experiments for the formation time and segment
length as a function of the segment numberN, respectively (for details see appendix A). The segment length S
shows a non-monotonic behavior with largest segments being formed around the 12-segmentmark, a behavior
also found inwildtype zebrafish [21]. This demonstrates that our theory can quantitatively account for the
dynamic features of vertebrate segmentation.

Table 1.Parameters used for the phasemodel equation (1) to describe segmentation of the transgenic zebra-
fish line Looping at 23.5 °C.

Param. Value Description Source

0w 0.15 rad min 1- Maximum frequency [4]
v0 0.87 m min 1m - Maximumvelocity Quantified (appendix A)
ε 7 m min2 1m - Coupling strength [14, 19]
k 2.07 Frequency profile shape parameter Fit (appendix B)
σ 0.34 Frequency profile shape parameter Fit (appendix B)
q 1.80 Velocity profile shape parameter Fit (appendix B)
t0 256 min- Initial time Fit (appendix B)

x0 417 mm Parameters of the time-dep. [4]
x1 202 mm PSM length equation (14)
η 5.09 10 min3 1- ´ - -

t̄ 192 min

Figure 5. (A)Kymograph of a numerical solution to equation (1)with time-dependent PSM length x t ,¯ ( ) equation (14). Color code as
in figure 3. Parameters are specified in table 1. (B)Kymograph of the experimentally obtained average phase patterns in transgenic
zebrafish embryos from [4].
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5.Doppler and dynamicwavelength effect

5.1. Period of segmentation
A fundamental feature of segmentation is that segments are formed rhythmically and sequentially.Which
factors determine the period ofmorphological segment formation? From the definition equation (7) of the
segment numberN, it follows that the rate of segmentation is given by the local frequency at themoving anterior
end, N td d 2 ,A p= W where

t
x t t

d

d
, . 16A fW = ( )¯ ( ) ( )

Hence, the rate of segment formation is generally time-dependent.We now showhow thewave pattern
influencesΩA. To this end, we decomposeΩA into different contributions [4]

, 17A P D WW = W + W + W ( )
whereΩP is the posterior frequency,ΩD is aDoppler contribution andΩW is a ‘dynamicwavelength’
contribution. These frequencies are defined by

t
t

x

t x
x t t

t
x t t

0, ,

d

d
, ,

, , 18
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f

y

y

W =
¶
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W =
¶
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W =
¶
¶

( )
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¯ ¯ ( )

¯ ( ) ( )

where the phase profileψ is defined in equation (15). The contributionΩP is the local frequency at the posterior
tip of the tissue at x= 0. The contributionΩD results from aDoppler effect where x td d¯ is the speed of the
moving observer (the anterior end) traveling into awavewithwavelength x2 .1p y¶ ¶ -( ) The contributionΩW

is caused by the change of the phase profileψ over time, which corresponds to a dynamic change of the
wavelength.

Using our theory, we can derive an explicit relation betweenΩA andΩP for the simple case of linear
shortening of the PSM, x t vd d ,= -¯ ¯ see appendix C.Wefind

v

v
1 1 , 19A

0
P

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟W + - D W ¯ ( ) ( )

Figure 6. (A)Kymograph of the phase profile x t, ,y ( ) equation (15) of the same numerical solution of the theory as shown in
figure 5(A). (B)Number of wavesK, equation (6), as a function of the segment numberN from experiments (blue dots) and theory
(black curve). (C) Formation time t of segment numberN from experiments (green dots) and from theory (black curve), equation (7).
Experimental data points are averages over 18 embryos. (D) Segment length S at time of segment formation from experiments (red
dots) and from theory (black curve), equation (8). Experimental data points are averages over ten embryos. Error bars in both plots
indicate the standard deviation.
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In equation (19), the factor v v1 0+ ¯ describes theDoppler effect with the speed v̄ of themoving observer (the
anterior end) and the cell velocity v0. The factor 1 - D describes the effects caused by changing phase profile due
to the shortening of the frequency profile with the PSM length.Hence, this termdescribes the dynamic
wavelength effect. Because 0,D > this factor opposes theDoppler effect.

Figure 7 displays theoretical and experimental results for the anterior frequencyΩA and the contributions
ΩP,ΩD, andΩW, together with the approximation equation (19) forΩA. TheDoppler effect yields a positive
contribution ( 0DW > ), the dynamic wavelength yields a negative contribution ( 0WW < )with theDoppler
effect having largermagnitude, consistent with experiments [4]. The average anterior frequencyΩA is thus larger
than the posterior frequencyΩP.

TheDoppler effect and the dynamicwavelength effect can be discussed in the context of classical wave
physics.

5.2.Doppler effect
Consider awave equation in one-dimension

u

t
c

u

x
0, 21

2

2
2

2

2

¶
¶

-
¶
¶

= ( )

where u x t,( ) is the amplitude of thewave and c is thewave propagation speed.We consider awave-emitting
sourcewith frequencyω and amplitude u0 at x= 0 through the boundary condition

u t u t0, sin . 220 w=( ) ( )
Furthermore, we impose the zero initial conditions

u x, 0 0. 23=( ) ( )

A simple solution to equation (21) satisfying the boundary and initial conditions (22) and (23) is

u x t u t x, sin 2 , 240 w p l= -( ) ( ) ( )

a planewavewithwavelength c2 .l p w= The phase pattern of this wave is x t t qx, .f w= -( ) Anobserver
with position x t¯ ( )movingwith constant velocity x t vd d = -¯ ¯ observes the frequency td dfW = ¯ with

t x t t, .f f=¯ ( ) ( ¯ ( ) ) Using

Figure 7.Distribution of frequency values over the entire range of time (500 min): anterior frequencyΩA (blue), equation (17), and its
contributions, equation (18): the posterior frequencyΩP (purple), theDoppler contributionΩD (red), and the dynamicwavelength
contributionΩW (green), for the theoretical and experimental systems displayed infigure 5. Boxes show the total range of values over
timewith the horizontal line indicating themedian (see schematic outset plot). The dashed blue line indicates the approximation
equation (19) in the time interval between 150 and 300 minwhere PSM shortening is approximately linear with v 1.03 m min ,1m= -¯
see figure 4(A). Experimental data from [4].
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which corresponds toΩD in equation (18). Note that v c1 ,wW = +( ¯ ) which is the usual expression for the
Doppler effect of amoving observer [22]. Thewave pattern described by equation (24) is shown as a
kymograph infigure 8(A). This pattern can be used to illustrate theDoppler effect by considering an observer at
rest (dashedwhite line) compared to an observermoving towards the source (solidwhite line). Themoving
observer crossesmorewave peaks as compared to the observer at rest during the same time interval and hence
observes a higher frequency.

5.3.Dynamicwavelength effect
Adynamicwavelength effect, i.e., a time-dependent change of thewavelength at afixed point in space, can occur
if waves propagate in amediumwith a time-dependent index of refraction n t .( ) In this case, the dynamic
equation for thewaves is given by

u
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c

n t

u

x
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To illustrate how the dynamic wavelength effect emerges, we here consider for simplicity

n t rt , 292=( ) ( )

For this case, a solution to equation (28)with the boundary and initial conditions (22) and (23) is given by

u x t u
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c
xt
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In this case, the phase profile is given by x t t rxt c, 1 .f w= +( ) ( ) The prefactor u rxt c10 +( ) describes a
position and time-dependent wave amplitude. Equation (30) describes waveswhich propagates with a phase
velocity v t x c n t .f f= - ¶ ¶ ¶ ¶ =˜ ( ) ( ) ( ) The local wavelength x2l p f= ¶ ¶∣ ∣at position x and time t is
given by

x t
rc

rx
c

t
,

2
. 31

2
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p
w

= +( ) ( )

Hence, at afixed position x, thewavelength decreases over time, even though the source emits waveswith a
constant frequencyω. The phase pattern becomes stationary for large times because x t,l ( ) becomes time-
independent in the large-time limit. The frequency tfW = ¶ ¶ seen by an observer at rest with position x is
given by

Figure 8. (A)Kymograph of the planewave u x t, ,( ) equation (24). The semi-transparent white lines indicate an observer at rest
(dashed) and an observer inmotion (solid) having constant velocity x t vd d .= -¯ ¯ The numbers indicate thewave peaks that the
respective observer crosses. (B)Kymograph of thewave u x t,( ) in amediumwith time-dependent refractive index, equation (30). The
semi-transparent white lines indicate two observers at rest with different positions. Parameters are 1,w = c= 1, u 1,0 =
r 5 10 .4= ´ - The color code is the same as infigure 5. In panel (B), the color code has been rescaled to theminimumandmaximum
values of u.
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2

w
W =
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which depends on position and time. For x 0> and t 0,> WwW = + W , where 0.WW < Thewave pattern
described by equation (30) is shown as a kymograph infigure 8(B). This pattern can be used to illustrate the
dynamicwavelength effect by considering two observers at rest with different positions. An observer at rest that
ismore distant from the source (solidwhite line) crosses a smaller number of wave peaks compared to an
observer closer to the source (dashedwhite line). Hence, the observermore distant from the source observes a
smaller frequency.

Doppler effects are commonly found inwave physics. However, the dynamicwavelength effect ismore
unconventional. A time-dependent index of refraction as illustrated here occurs, e.g., in gases ionized by laser
pulses due to a spatially and temporally inhomogeneous distribution of free electrons [23, 24].

6.Discussion

In this paper, we have introduced a continuummodel of coupled phase oscillators in a dynamicmedium to
capture the dynamics of vertebrate segmentation. For simplicity, we have considered frequency and velocity
profiles that scale with the time-dependent PSM length. Note that the phase profile itself does not scale in
contrast to an earlier proposal [25]. Extending previous work [3, 13, 15, 19, 26], our approach takes into account
tissue deformation due to growth of the embryonic body axis and the change of the PSM length over time. This
enables us to quantitatively account for themorphological features of segmentation such as the timing of
segment formation and the length of newly formed segments as observed in developing zebrafish embryos. The
frequency and velocity profiles that scale with PSM length capture well the time-dependence of the
experimentally observedwave patterns. The parameters obtained from the fit to the experimental data suggest
that the frequency profile at the anterior end jumps from afinite value to zero. Such a behavior could, e.g., be
caused by aHopf bifurcation. Indeed, if the cellular oscillations pass aHopf bifurcation from the oscillating state
to the non-oscillating state when reaching the anterior end of the PSM, this would give rise to a frequency jump.
Moreover, our theory describes the experimentally observedDoppler and dynamicwavelength effects, which
regulate the timing of segment formation [4]. In particular, our results imply that the rate of segmentation in
zebrafish is faster than the fastest local oscillation frequency found anywhere in the system. This remarkable
behavior is due to the interplay of wave patterns and tissue shortening. TheDoppler and dynamicwavelength
effects observed in zebrafish are a result of the shortening of the PSMand the corresponding decrease in the local
wavelength of thewave pattern.We predict these effects in general to occur also in other species. However, the
signs and their role during different developmental stages could vary. The signaling pathways and the cellular
processes that regulate andmediate the shortening of the PSM, the elongation of the body axis, and the
specification of the frequency profile are as yet unknown and remain open challenges for future experimental
and theoretical research.
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AppendixA.Quantification of segmentation dynamics from time-lapsemicroscopy
movies

Weuse the time-dependent phase profiles of the transgenic zebrafish reporter line Looping determined
previously [4]. In embryos of the same transgenic line, we quantified the cell velocity field in the segmented
region and the length of segments at the time of formation frombrightfieldmovies. These embryos developed at
a temperature of 23.5 °C. For each frame of themovie, we defined a curved coordinate axis according to
figure 2(A).We obtain the intensity values along this axis for each frame using FIJI image analysis software [27].
This procedure yields the kymograph figure A1 (A), which shows the profile of intensity values along the body
axis as a function of time. Infigure A1(A), dark gray lines indicate the segment boundaries. The slopes of these
lines correspond to the speed of the segment boundaries relative to the posterior tip and thus carry information
about the velocityfield in the segmented region. To track themotion of the segment boundaries systematically, a
peak-finding and tracking algorithm for the intensity level was developed and applied to a contrast-enhanced
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version offigure A1(A) smoothenedwith amoving average of width 12 pixels. Subsequently, the local intensity
minima, which correspond to the positions of the segment boundaries, are determinedwith a peak-finding
algorithm. The result is shown infigure A1(B). In the next step, nearby points are connected to obtain time series
of the segment boundaries’ positions. The resulting traces are shown infigure A1(C). For each segment
boundary, we perform linear fits of the boundary position at early and late times to determine its velocity. To
obtain a velocity profile, we compute the average position of each segment boundary and assign the velocity of
the corresponding boundary to it (figure 4(B)). The velocity profile within the PSM is inaccessible with the
available dataset.

The segment length at the time of segment formation (figure 6(D))was determined from these time-lapse
microscopymovies following the procedure described in [21]. Specifically, the segment lengthwas obtained by
determining the distance between two successive indentations of the PSMat the anterior end of the tissue
(figure A2).

Appendix B. Fits of theoretical phase profiles to experimental data

Weuse the shape parametersσ, k, and q of the frequency and velocity profiles as fit parameters. To generate
dynamic patterns in our theory, we start the system at time t 00 < with x t, 00f =( ) to create initial conditions
at t= 0.Wefit the calculated patterns x t,f ( ) for t 0 to the experimental data, usingσ, k, q, and t0 asfit
parameters. The time t= 0 corresponds to the formation time of the 7th segment. The experimental phasemap

Figure A1. (A) Intensity kymograph obtained from a time-lapsemicroscopymovie of zebrafish segmentation. The x-axismarks the
distance along the coordinate systemdefined infigure 1(D). (B)Algorithmically determined point set of local intensityminima
indicating the position of segment boundaries. (C) Sets of adjacent points were algorithmically grouped to obtain separate traces for
each segment boundary (different colors indicate different boundaries).

Figure A2.Measurement of the segment length at time of formation frombrightfieldmicroscopy time-lapsemovies. Quantification
procedure adapted from [21].
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is obtained as an average over 18 embryos as described in [4]. Fits are performed byminimizing the squared
average difference

R t x x t x td d , , B.1
t x t

0 0
exp

2final

ò ò y y= -( )( ) ( ) ( )
¯ ( )

between the theoretical and the experimental time-dependent phase profilesψ and .expy Here, x t¯ ( ) is the time-
dependent PSM length, equation (14).Weminimize equation (B.1) using a stochastic optimization process.
Starting from an initial parameter choice, a randomparameter set is created by adding numbers fromGaussian
distributionswith zeromean and specified variance to the reference parameter set.We only consider parameter
sets for which the initial number of wavesmatches the observed onewithin 10%of the standard deviation (first
data point infigure 7(B)). If such a randomparameter set leads to a reduction ofR, equation (B.1), it is chosen as
a new reference parameter set. The algorithm converges to an optimal parameter regionwhich can be refined by
reducing the variances of theGaussian distribution.

AppendixC. Tissue shortening at constant velocity

Wedetermine a relationship between the anterior and posterior frequencies in the limit of small coupling
strength ε and constant velocity profile v x v .0=( ) Hence, we simplify equation (1) by

t
x t v

x
x t U x x t, , , C.10 0

f f
w

¶
¶

+
¶
¶

= ( )( ) ( ) ¯ ( ) ( )

where x t¯ ( ) is the time-dependent PSM length andU is the profile function given by equation (4). The general
solution to this equation is given by

x t t x v
v

U
x

x t
x x

v

x, d , C.2
x

0
0

0 0

0
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⎝
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¯
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where the function uj ( ) can be determined as follows. The partial derivatives of this solution are given by

t
x t t x v x t, , , C.30 0

f
j w

¶
¶

= - - L( )( ) ˙ ( ) ( )
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x t t x v x t U x x t, , , C.40 0 0 0
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with x x td d=¯̇ ¯ andU Ud d .x¢ = The explicit formof uj ( ) can nowbe found using initial and boundary
conditions.We evaluate equation (C.4) at x= 0 using open boundary conditions, x 0x 0f¶ ¶ ==( )∣ to obtain

u . C.60j w=˙ ( ) ( )
for u 0.> Using the initial condition 0t 0f ==∣ and evaluating equation (C.2) at t= 0, we can likewisefind the
solution forj for u 0.< According to equation (C.2), u 0> describes the solution at positions x v t.0<

Weare interested in the behavior of the anterior frequency at large times, for which x t v t ,0<¯ ( ) and thus
only consider uj ( ) for u 0.> Using equation (C.6) in equations (C.3) and (C.4), wefind the anterior frequency

t x t td d ,A fW = ( ) ( ¯ ( ) ) as

x

v
x t t

x

v
U1 1 , 1 C.7A

0 0
0

⎡
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⎛
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⎞
⎠⎟

⎤
⎦⎥wW = - - L +( )( )¯̇ ¯ ( ) ¯̇ ( ) ( )

This expression holds for arbitrary time-dependence x t .¯ ( ) Wenow consider linear tissue shortening at constant
velocity x v.= -¯̇ ¯ Using this relation in equation (C.5), wefind

x t t
x

x t x
U

x

x t x
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1 1
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where

v v C.90b = ¯ ( )

and x t x vt.0= -¯ ( ) ¯ ¯ Using the variable transform x x t x1x b b= + -[( ) ¯ ( ) ] reveals that x t t, 0L = L( ¯ ( ) )
with

U

U

1
d

1
1 , C.10

0
0

1

ò
bx
bx

x x

b
b

L =-
+

¢

= D -
+

( )

( ) ( )

is time-independent. In the second line of equation (C.10), we have integrated by parts and introducedΔ given
by equation (20). Using the result (C.10) and x v= -¯̇ ¯ in equation (C.7), we finally obtain

1 1 . C.11A 0b wW = + - D( )( ) ( )

The posterior frequencyΩP= t x 0f¶ ¶ =( )∣ can be obtained using equations (C.3) and (C.6), which yields
.P 0wW = Thus, we can interpret equation (C.11) as a relation betweenΩA andΩP. This completes the derivation

of equation (19).
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